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About This Game
Bad ass babes is a video game using live action sprites and features a cheesy, B grade plot and over the top sexy moves.
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English

well all i can is that this game is cheesy as hell, and filled with sexual content that is quite decent and pleasing to the eye, and the
Babes are alright looking too, and this for me is the second time owning this game, because i bought it from GameJolt when it
was available from their at the time for the same exact price for what i paid, here on Steam. so Andrew now you have $20.00 in
total of my money, but for what its worth for me personally, is the combat mechanics are really good and that's what makes this
game fun to play, and it is really done well, but the one thing i don't like about this game is the mini games where you shoot the
Aliens and ride the motor bike shooting at the enemies coming from both sides of the screen, it just annoys me and i am
relieved when those parts are over but besides that it is the games combat that is good and is the most best thing about this game
for me personally, plus all the sexual content as well, i just wish that you Andrew could remove the mini games where you shoot
the aliens and the motor bike one and replace it with something else because those parts are just annoying like i said and boring,
but overall this is an awesome side scrolling beat em up with that old school nostalgic combat mechanics and 90's Mortal
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Kombat digitised Graphics. This game is like if Snoop Dogg, Soulja Boy, and
Silentou2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665into my mouth.
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